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            You want to change the world. We will teach you how.


                            Earn an in-person or online master’s degree from the Middlebury Institute—a graduate school of Middlebury College—and advance your global career.


                                      Get Your Personalized Info
                      

        

          
  




    
    
      
        Explore Our Graduate Degrees and Programs


        
          
            
  
    Graduate Degrees
    
  

  
  	
        Environmental Policy and Management
      
	
        International Policy and Development
      
	
        International Trade
      
	
        MPA in Social Change
      
	
        Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies
      
	
        TESOL
      
	
        Teaching Foreign Language
      
	
        Translation; Translation and Interpretation; Conference Interpretation
      
	
        Translation and Localization Management
      
	
        Online MPA in Sustainability
      
	
        Online International Education Management
      
	
        Online TESOL
      
	
        Online Translation and Localization Management
      





          

          
            
  
    Joint Graduate Degrees
    
  

  
  	
        Joint MPA/International Education Management
      
	
        Joint MPA/International Trade
      
	
        Joint International Policy and Development/International Trade
      
	
        Joint Translation and Interpretation/Translation and Localization Management
      
	
        Joint BA/MA Degrees
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        Certificates and Specializations
      
	
        Language Programs
      
	
        Professional Development
      





          

        

      
    


              
            You want to change the world. We will teach you how.

The Middlebury Institute of International Studies is a graduate school of Middlebury College and training ground for developing and implementing practical solutions. It is home to some of the world’s leading experts in global security, sustainability, development, education, and language services. They will be your mentors, teaching you how to advance understanding, promote peace, and drive change in pursuit of a more just world. Get personalized info.
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            How I Got Hired: Senior Innovation Project Lead, FedTech
                      

        
                      International Policy and Development graduate Daniel Delgado shares how networking and hands-on experience helped him launch a career promoting innovation and entrepreneurship.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            Middlebury Team Makes Finals of National Anti-Extremism Competition
                      

        
                      A multidisciplinary group of Institute students traveled to D.C. to present the AI tool they developed in the national finals of Invent2Prevent. 


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            TESOL Students Put Their Talents to Work at the English Language School
                      

        
                      The unique—and intensive—Middlebury English program focuses on exploration, career and camaraderie. Besides an incredible location on the California coast, the program taps into the talent of Middlebury’s TESOL students and alumni.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            In the News: The Story of Women in Localization
                      

        
                      Multilingual Magazine recently published a feature on how a friendship between Associate Professor Eva Klaudinoyva and two fellow localization professionals has grown into a volunteer-powered organization that now has a world-wide network of 9,000 members


          

            Multilingual Magazine


      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            How I Got Hired: Deputy Director-Technology, British Consulate
                      

        
                      International Trade graduate Matthew Caron shares how coursework, alumni advice, and internships helped him launch a career in international trade and diplomacy.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            New Podcast Highlights Private Citizens Making the World More Secure
                      

        
                      If you need to find some hope in these dark times, tune in to Professor Jeffrey Lewis’s podcast highlighting unsung heroes preventing global catastrophe.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            Summer Symposium on Russia Offers New Model for International Education
                      

        
                      Each year, a small group of graduate students and early-career diplomats are selected to study with the leading practitioners in Eurasian Studies, including experts from the post-Soviet states.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            New Solar Panels Will Generate 60 Percent of Needed Electricity
                      

        
                      Solar panels are now installed on most buildings across campus, one of the biggest actions the Institute has taken to date in its commitment to sustainability.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            Annual Cross-Language Consecutive Interpretation Event
                      

        
                      First-year translation and interpretation students from across multiple languages came together and broke down cultural barriers as they put their growing interpretation skills to test.


          

      



  
  

          
        
                        




  

        

      
        
              
          
            Multilingual Symposium Showcases the "Monterey Model"
                      

        
                      The annual symposium featured students presenting in multiple languages on issues related to peace and conflict transformation while colleagues interpreted their remarks in five languages.
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                Learning in Language: Advance Your Global Career


                                  
          
            Transcript

            
  


          
          
              The Middlebury Institute differs from a lot of other institutions in that we’re required to study language here. But also we’re expected to put that language into practice. At the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, I work as a graduate research assistant. And in that role, a lot of my research that I do is conducted in Chinese.

In the field, being able to access documents and media reports in a foreign language, firsthand, directly from sources, is something that’s really important.

We’re learning the language, not just to learn the language, but how to use it in conversations of what we would use in our professional careers.

I haven’t taken a Spanish course since high school. It was intimidating at first, but I was able to catch up. Remember what I needed, just like conversational phrases, and eased right back into it with the grammar and the vocabulary.

There are a lot of great things about being in Monterey and being at the Middlebury Institute. While I’m in school, I’m able to build a portfolio of work using the target language to show to future employers, or if I wanna go to get a PhD. These are real world skills that I’ve put into practice.

Learning language is one step that students who wanna be leaders in this field in the future should take if they have the opportunity. And I definitely felt that going to the Middlebury Institute was my opportunity.

There are just so many benefits and advantages with having a second language, especially in this globalized world. Things are changing, the world is changing. So the Middlebury Institute is taking us on to new approaches, to new methodologies and tools that we can use.
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                The Beauty of Monterey


                      
  

              

                              

          

  
    
    

      

                  
                          




  

          
        
                  
                            Your Success Is Our Priority


            
                          
                  At the Middlebury Institute, your career is our focus from your first day of classes.

You’ll not only take in-depth courses taught by world-renowned experts. You’ll also get personalized, comprehensive academic and professional advising, plus valuable internships and assistantships. You’ll graduate with a practical degree, fully prepared for a rewarding career.

Advance Your Career


              

                      

        
      

    

  


  
        Make a Smart Investment in Your Career


  
        When you earn a graduate degree from the Middlebury Institute, you’ll be prepared to be a leader in high-demand global industries and organizations. With our scholarships, grants, and other aid, you’ll see that our programs are an affordable investment in your future.

 


  
        
                                                
          
      88%
          of students receive scholarships

  


        

                                                
          
      350+
          professional internships annually

  


        

                                                
          
      96%
          working within one year of graduation
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                            Why We Chose the Institute
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                            Jorge Silva


                                        Setting the tone for politics


                      

        
                  
            International Policy and Development
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Jorge Silva


                                        Setting the tone for politics


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Institute


The tremendous diversity in the student body helped me understand issues from different points of view.

My Path


I worked for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign and then became vice president of communications at the Latino Victory Project, where I guide messaging for media consultants and politicians in Washington, DC.
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                            DJ Watts


                                        Building on Language Skills


                      

        
                  
            International Trade
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            DJ Watts


                                        Building on Language Skills


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Middlebury Institute?


I wanted to build on my language skills and study subjects that affect the world.

What makes the Institute special?


It’s pretty wild how a school this small has students from so many places. Most of us have lived or traveled to several countries, and for those who haven’t yet, they get the kind of exposure that make them want to. This helps everyone become more globally conscious.


            

          

        
                  
            International Trade
          

        
      
    

  



  
  

          
                      




  

      
    
    
      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Lisa Li


                                        Combining language studies with technology


                      

        
                  
            Translation and Localization Management
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Lisa Li


                                        Combining language studies with technology


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Institute


The Institute’s translation and localization management degree combines language studies with technology, plus great career opportunities. Not to mention beautiful scenery right outside your door!

My Path


I manage localization projects for a company that offers online early childhood education solutions.


            

          

        
                  
            Translation and Localization Management
          

        
      
    

  



  
  

          
                      




  

      
    
    
      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Kyle Pilutti


                                        Studying International Security and Arabic


                      

        
                  
            Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Kyle Pilutti


                                        Studying International Security and Arabic


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Institute


I wanted to study international security while continuing with Arabic. The Institute has amazing faculty and far-reaching connections.

My Path


I hope to focus on international nonproliferation efforts at an international organization like the IAEA, or from a national position at the State Department or National Laboratory.


            

          

        
                  
            Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies
          

        
      
    

  



  
  

          
                      




  

      
    
    
      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Anna Galbraith


                                        Building a Career on International Experience


                      

        
                  
            International Education Management
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Anna Galbraith


                                        Building a Career on International Experience


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Middlebury Institute?


I wanted to foster the skills I learned living abroad into something marketable. Here I can continue using my Spanish and also gain hands-on experience with the education practicum.

What makes the Institute special?


I get to have class with some of the most dynamic people I’ve ever met and to learn from professors who are generous with their time and knowledge.
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                            Michael Ross


                                        A Rewarding Career Change
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                            Michael Ross


                                        A Rewarding Career Change


                      

        
                  
            
                What made the Institute a special experience for you?


The Institute gave me the opportunity to use my language skills in a new career as a freelance translator and interpreter—and that change has paid off. I have a better quality of life and I’m much happier.

What are you doing now?


Some of my career highlight include working as a liaison interpreter for the State Department, and translating two published books about video games.


            

          

        
                  
            Translation and Interpretation
          

        
      
    

  



  
  

          
                      




  

      
    
    
      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Alan Lovewell


                                        Turning Business Plans Into Reality


                      

        
                  
            International Environmental Policy
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Alan Lovewell


                                        Turning Business Plans Into Reality


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Middlebury Institute?


I wanted to work on ocean health and management issues, and the Institute exposed me to innovative ideas and solutions. People at the Institute are passionate about creating positive change!

What now?


I started a company called Real Good Fish based on a business plan a few colleagues and I wrote in our first semester.
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                                        Building on experience


                      

        
                  
            Public Administration
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            April Danyluk


                                        Building on experience


                      

        
                  
            
                Why The Institute


With 10 years of experience in education, the joint MPA/IEM master’s degree aligned perfectly with my career goal of working in international development.

My Path


I’m a contractor with the Department of Defense, supporting “smart power” capacity-building programs for emerging democracies around the world.
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                            James Slaton


                                        Bringing help to Romanian orphans
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                            James Slaton


                                        Bringing help to Romanian orphans


                      

        
                  
            
                Why The Institute


At the Institute, I could study both practical and theoretical applications of teaching and linguistics in the foreign language classroom.

My Path


When I served in the Navy, I started a nonprofit in Romania to help local orphaned children. I plan to return to Romania and expand my nonprofit to provide English language instruction and funding for post-secondary educational opportunities.
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                            Justin Arrington


                                        Applying learning to life


                      

        
                  
            Joint BA/MA Programs
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Justin Arrington


                                        Applying learning to life


                      

        
                  
            
                Why The Institute


We don’t just talk about problems. Every day, we apply our learning to real-world issues and bring insight and experience into the classroom.

My Path


Before the Institute, I was with the “warrior diplomats” of the U.S. Army Civil Affairs teams. My next assignment is as an army aviator.
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                            Ali Crivelli


                                        Earning a master’s in one year


                      

        
                  
            Teaching Foreign Language
          

        
      

      

        
          
  

        

                  
                            Ali Crivelli


                                        Earning a master’s in one year


                      

        
                  
            
                Why the Institute


I wanted to earn my master’s degree in one year. The academic rigor challenged me to spent more time reading and writing than ever before.

My Path


I’m currently teaching Mandarin Chinese at a middle/high school in New Jersey.


            

          

        
                  
            Teaching Foreign Language
          

        
      
    

  




                          

          


        

      

    
  




  
  
          
        
                        Learn from the Experts


                                  Be taught by faculty with extensive professional experience at organizations around the world. You’ll be guided by the most up-to-date field information and technology along with expertise and mentoring.


                  

      

              	
  
          
                                




  

              

        
                I believe that progress is possible only when we grasp at a deep level what caused our missteps.


                    
            Xiaoyan Shen

        

                      Associate Professor, Translation and Interpretation


                    Meet Xiaoyan Shen
          

  

	
  
          
                                




  

              

        
                I study terrorism and nuclear weapons, particularly in South Asia: terrorist group strategies, nuclear tension in the subcontinent, and the security of nuclear weapons in Pakistan.


                    
            Sharad Joshi

        

                      Associate Professor, Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies


                    Meet Sharad Joshi
          

  

	
  
          
                                




  

              

        
                I am committed to collaborative environments in which societal inequities can be both explored and resisted through the inclusion of diverse voices and ways of knowing.


                    
            Netta Avineri

        

                      Professor, TESOL and Teaching Foreign Language


                    Meet Netta Avineri
          

  

	
  
          
                                




  

              

        
                I encourage students to actively reflect on their thought patterns and experiences. I help learners uncover, examine, and potentially replace preexisting ideas and assumptions.


                    
            Mahabat Baimyrzaeva

        

                      Associate Professor, MPA, International Policy and Development


                    Meet Mahabat Baimyrzaeva
          

  



      



    
    

      

        
                      
                              
                                




  

                
                                              Centers and Initiatives


                          

          
                      
                              
                                      
                                         James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies

                                      
                                  

                                              The Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS) is the largest nongovernmental organization in the world devoted to curbing the spread of weapons of mass destruction—and the only organization dedicated exclusively to graduate education and research.


                                            Visit CNS
                          
                  


                  
                          
                                  
                                          
                                            Center on Terrorism, Extremism, and Counterterrorism

                                          
                                      

                                                    CTEC researches terrorism and other forms of extremism using analytic tradecraft, data science, and linguistics to inform private, government, and multilateral understanding and response to threats.


                                                  Visit CTEC
                              
                                      
                                  
                                          
                                            Center for the Blue Economy

                                          
                                      

                                                    CBE provides economic and policy analysis that promotes a sustainable, robust, and equitable ocean and coastal economy (the “Blue Economy”).


                                                  Visit CBE
                              
                                      
                                  
                                          
                                            Monterey Initiative in Russian Studies

                                          
                                      

                                                    MIRS enables students with advanced Russian language skills to professionalize their interest in Russia and Eurasia through content-based programs.


                                                  Visit MIRS
                              
                      

        
      

    

  


    
    

      

        
                      
                              
                                




  

                
                                              Live and Study in Monterey


                          

          
                      
                              
                                      
                                        An Ideal Location for Your Graduate Studies

                                      
                                  

                                              The Middlebury Institute is located in the heart of Monterey, California, known as the “language capital of the world.” With our culturally diverse population, educational opportunities, natural and scenic recreation areas, historic significance, and proximity to Silicon Valley, you’ll find a wealth of advantages when you choose to study here.


                                            Read More
                          
                  


                  
                          
                                  
                                          
                                            Life in Monterey

                                          
                                      

                                                    From housing to recreation to food and history, the Monterey Bay area is one of the top graduate school locations in the U.S.


                                                  Read More
                              
                                      
                                  
                                          
                                            International Students

                                          
                                      

                                                    Students from around the world study and work in Monterey and are supported by a dedicated staff and a welcoming community.


                                                  Read More
                              
                                      
                                  
                                          
                                            New Student Information

                                          
                                      

                                                    All the resources you need to get started before you arrive on campus as a new student at the Institute.


                                                  Read More
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Questions? Feedback? powered by Olark live chat software




  
    
        
    
              
          
                  
              

                                  Help us help the world

                                                                  Make a Gift
                
              

              

                
                  Middlebury Institute of International Studies
460 Pierce Street
Monterey, CA 93940

                                                        831-647-4100
                                                        

Admissions 831-647-4166
miis@middlebury.edu

Security 831-647-4153
MIISsecurity@middlebury.edu
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